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Preface 

Our aim in this book is to consider a variety of intriguing, surprising and 
appealing topics, and nonroutine proofs of the usual results of real function 
theory. The reader is expected to have done a first course in real analysis 
(or advanced calculus), since the book assumes a knowledge of continuity and 
differentiability of functions, Rolle's theorem, the mean value theorem, Taylor 
expansion and Riemann integration. However, no sophisticated knowledge of 
analysis is required and a student at the masters or advanced undergraduate 
level should have no difficulty in going through the book. 

Though this book has some part of the title common with the book "Coun
terexamples in Analysis" by Gelbaum and Olmstead, it is totally different in 
nature and contents. Some examples and counterexamples (fifteen or twenty) 
in our book are essentially the same as given in the book by Gelbaum and 
Olmstead, but otherwise the intersection is small. 

This book contains a number of surprising and unexpected results. It is 
meant to be a reference book and is expected to be a book to which one turns for 
finding answers to curiosities which one comes across while studying or teaching 
elementary analysis. For example: We know that continuous functions defined 
on an interval satisfy the intermediate value property. Are there functions which 
are not continuous but have this property in every interval?(Example 4.1.2) If a 
one to one onto function is continuous at a point, is its inverse also continuous 
at the image of that point?(Example 2.4.17) Most would believe that "if Y = 
f(x) is a function defined on [a, b] and c E (a, b) is any point, then the tangent 
to its graph r f exists at the point (c, f (c)) if and only if f is differentiable at 
c" - see § 5. 2 for a negative answer. Where does one find easily accessible details 
of everywhere continuous, nowhere differentiable functions?(Chapter 3) 

Chapter 1 of the book gives an introduction to algebraic, irrational and 
transcendental numbers. It has several results about the numbers e and 11' and 
contains a detailed account of the construction of the curious Cantor ternary 
set. 

In Chapter 2, we consider functions with extraordinary properties. For 
example, an increasing function f : [0,1] -+ [0,1]' 1(0) = 0, 1(1) = 1, the length 
of whose graph is equal to 2. Another example studied is a function defined on 
the entire real line that is differentiable at each point but is monotone in no 
interval. 

Chapter 3 discusses, in detail, functions that are continuous at each point 
but differentiable at no point. 

Chapters 4 and 5 include the intermediate value property, periodic func-
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tions, properties of derivatives, Rolle's theorem, Taylor's theorem, L'Hospital's 
rule, points of inflexion, tangents to curves etc. The geometric interpretation 
of the second and the third derivatives and some intricate aspects of Riemann 
integration are also included in this chapter. 

Chapter 6 discusses sequences, series and Euler's constant ,. The restricted 
harmonic series is a beautiful topic included here. The surprising rearrange
ments of alternating harmonic series, leading to Riemann's theorem are also 
discussed in this Chapter. Some number theoretic: aspects are also treated. 

x· 
In Chapter 7, the infinite exponential XX with its peculiar range of 

convergence is studied in detail. We have included an analytic proof of its 
convergence as well as a very revealing graphical proof. 

Appendix I deals with Stirling's formula, a specialized topic of Schwartz's 
differentiability and some curious properties of Cauchy's functional equation. 

Some exercises, conforming to the spirit and style of the book, are included 
at the end of each chapter. Hints and/or full solutions for the exercises are 
provided in Appendix II. 

References for most of the material in the book are given at the end. Cer
tainly, many other interesting topics could have easily found a place in the 
book, but there are limitations of time and space. 

We hope that the book will be useful to students and teachers alike. 

Department of Mathematics 
Panjab University, Chandigarh 
India 
October 2006 

A.R. Rajwade 
A.K.Bhandari 



Chapter 1 

Introduction to the real line JR;. 
and some of its subsets 

§ 1.1. The real number system 

1 

The system of real numbers has evolved as a result of a process of successive 
extensions ofthe system of natural numbers (i.e., the positive whole numbers). 
We shall denote by N, Z, IQ, IF. and C, respectively, the sets of natural numbers, 
integers, rational numbers, real numbers and complex numbers. The sets IQ, 
IF. and C form a field with respect to the usual operations of addition and 
multiplication. The fields IQ and IF. are ordered fields: 

Definition 1.1.1 An ordered field is a field F that contains a subset P such 
that 
(i) P is closed with respect to addition; that is, 

x E P , yEP ===} x + YEP. 

(ii) P is closed with respect to multiplication, that is, 

x E P , yEP ===} x.y E P. 

(iii) For all x E F, exactly one of the following three statements is true: 

x E P; x = 0; -x E P, 

where 0 is the additive identity of the field F. 
A member x of F is called positive if and only if x E P and is called negative 

if and only if -x E P. Inequalities in an ordered field are defined by: x < y if 
and only if y - x E P and x :=:; y if and only if y - x E P or x = y. If F is an 
ordered field and if x E F, then 1 x I, called the absolute value of x, is defined 
to be x in case x 2: 0 and to be -x in case x < O. 

Suppose that F is an ordered field. Let u E F and A ~ F. If x :=:; u for 
every x E A, then u is called an upper bound of A. A non empty subset A 
of F is called bounded above in F if and only if there exits an element of F 
which is an upper bound of A. If s is an upper bound of A and if s is less 
than or equal to every other upper bound of A, then s is called the least upper 
bound or supremum of A, denoted by sup A. Similarly one defines the notion 
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of being bounded below, lower bound and the greatest lower bound or infimum 
of a non-empty set A. The infimum of A is denoted by inf A. 

Definition 1.1.2. A complete ordered field is an ordered field F in which a 
least upper bound exists for every non-empty subset of F which is bounded 
above in F. 

From any of the well-known constructions of the real number system, it 
follows that the set IE. of real numbers is a complete ordered field. 

Let F be an ordered field. A sequence in F is a function with values in F 
whose domain is the set of natural numbers N. Its values are denoted by an and 
the sequence itself by {an}. A sequence {an} is said to converge and to have a 
limit a if and only if for every E in the set P of positive numbers, there exists 
N E N such that 1 an - a 1< E for all n > N. A sequence that is not convergent 
is said to be a divergent sequence. A sequence {an}, where the terms an are 
members of an ordered field F, is called a Cauchy sequence if for every E E P, 
there exists N E N such that 1 am - an 1 < E for all m, n > N. It follows that 
every convergent sequence is a Cauchy sequence. The completeness property 
of IE. is equivalent to the fact that every Cauchy sequence in IE. is convergent. 
Not all fields can be ordered in the sense of Definition 1.1.1. We have: 

Example 1.1.3 The field C can not be ordered, i.e., it possesses no subset P 
satisfying the properties of Definition 1.1.1. Indeed, assume that there does 
exist such a subset P of C. Consider the complex number L Since L f. 0, 
there are two possibilities. The first is that L E P, in which case L 2 = -1 E P, 
whence [4 = 1 E P. Since [2 and [4 are additive inverses of each other, it 
is impossible for both of them to be in P. We thus obtain a contradiction. 
The other alternative is that -[ E P, in which case (_L)2 = -1 E P, whence 
(_L)4 = 1 E P, and we arrive at the same contradiction. 

It can be shown that the fields Q as well as IE. admit only one ordering (see, 
for example [61]). The set P of positive elements of IE. is the set of squares of 
the elements of IE.. The set of positive elements of Q is Q n P. 

However, there are fields which can be ordered in more than one ways. 

Example 1.1.4. Let m be any positive integer which is not a perfect square. 
Let F = {a + bfo 1 a, b E Q}. It is easy to see that F is a field under the usual 
operations of addition and multiplication of real numbers. Let P be the set of 
usual positive elements of IE. (i.e., squares) and let pi = P n F. Then pi serves 
as a subset of positive elements of F according to Definition 1.1.1. A second 
way in which F is an ordered field is provided by the subset p lI defined by 

a + bylffi E P" {::=::} a - bylffi E P; 

that p lI satisfies the three requirements of Definition 1.1.1 can be easily verified. 

Example 1.1.5. The ordered field Q of rational numbers is not complete (i.e., 
does not satisfy the requirements of Definition 1.1.2). Let 

A. = {r E Q 1 l' > 0 , 1'2 < 2}. 
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The set A is non empty ( 1 E A) and is bounded above by 2. Let us assume 
that Q is complete. Then there must be a positive rational number c that is 
the supremum of A. Since there is no rational number whose square is equal 
to 2, either c2 < 2 or c2 > 2. Assume first that c2 < 2 and let d be the positive 

2 
number d = ~ min{ (~+~)2 ,I}. Then c+d is a positive rational number greater 

than c whose square is less than 2, i.e., (c + d)2 < c2 + d(c + 1)2 < 2; but then 
c + dE A, whereas c is an upper bound of A. Assuming c2 > 2, let d be the 

2 

positive number d = 2(C;1)2' Then c - d is a positive rational number less than 

c whose square is greater than 2, i.e., (c - d)2 > c2 - d(c + 1)2 > 2. Since c - d 
is an upper bound of A which is less than the least upper bound c, we arrive 
at a contradiction. 

Recall that the set Q of rational numbers is dense in lR (in the usual dis
tance topology). We close this section by recording a somewhat surprising 
result, which will be needed later. 

Theorem 1.1.6. Let () be an irrational number. Then the set of n11mbers of 
the form m + n() , m, nEZ, is dense in R 

Proof. Let E > 0 be an arbitrary real number. We shall first find m, n 
such that 0 < m + n() < E. Choose N such that 1:t < E and then for 
each n = 0,1,2, ... ,N, choose m (= m(n), i.e., m depends on n) such that 
0< m + n() < 1 (for example, m = - [n ()] will do, where for a real number x, 
[x] denotes the largest integer less than or equal to x). Then we have N + 1 
distinct numbers m(n) +n(), 0:::; n:::; N, in [0,1] and therefore there exist two 
such numbers which are at a distance less than 1:t apart (box principle), say, 
1 (ml + nl ()) - (m2 + n2 ()) 1< 1:t < E, i.e., 1 (ml - m2) - (nl - n2) () 1< E. Thus, 
we find a number of the form m + n () such that 1 m + n () 1< E. By changing 
signs we get a number 0 < m + n () < E. Now, given any real number r, find an 
integer k such that k(m + n ()) < r < (k + l)(m + n ()). We thus get a number 
of the required form which is as close to r as we want. 

§1.2. Irrational and transcendental numbers 

A real number ex is called an algebraic number, if ex is a root of a nonconstant 
polynomial with rational coefficients. Let A denote the set of all such real 
numbers. In the usual notations, the inclusions 

give rise to the following disjoint unions: 

lR = Q U (lR "Q) = Q U II ; lR = A U (lR "A) = A U 1I' , 

where, II = lR " Q and 1I' = lR "A As Q ~ A, it follows that 1I' ~ II. 

Definition 1.2.1. Elements of II are called irrational numbers while those of 
1I' are called transcendental numbers. 
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Perhaps it is very surprising that while on one hand it is not immediately 
clear that'll' is non empty, on the other hand, it turns out that (in a well defined 
sense) almost all real numbers are transcendental. Not only that, it is hard to 
identify individual numbers as being transcendental and such identifications, 
as have been made are mathematical epics. According to a Cambridge story, 
G.H. Hardy was prepared to resign his chair in favour of anyone who proved 
that the Euler's constant 

'Y = lim (1 + ~ + ... + 2. -logn) 
n-+oo 2 n 

was irrational, let alone transcendental! It was in 1873 that Hermite proved 
that 

1 1 
e=I+-+ + ... 

I! 2! 

is transcendental and in 1882, Lindemann did the same for 7T; the status of 'Y 
is still undecided. 

It will give some idea of the difficulty of transcendence questions if we note 
that the transcendence of 2V2 was the seventh in the list of the famous 23 
unsolved problems that David Hilbert presented, at the International Congress 
of 1900 in Paris, as signposts for twentieth century Mathematics. Not only that 
but speaking informally at a seminar in Gottingen, twenty years later, Hilbert 
declared that none of the audience would live to see a solution of this problem. 
As it happened, Hilbert was wrong: the problem was settled some twelve years 
later by Gelfond and Schneider, while several questions that Hilbert believed 
to be easier are still unanswered. 

A beautiful result that settles the transcendence of 2V2 is the following: 

Theorem 1.2.2.(Gelfond-Schneider, 1934) Ifa -::f- 0 or 1, a E A, (3 E lInA, 
then a(3 E 'll'. 

For a self-contained proof of this result the reader is referred to [44]. Taking 
a = 2, (3 = v'2 shows that 2V2 is transcendental. 

In 1851, Liouville was the first to exhibit a class of transcendental numbers, 
viz. numbers of the form adl0 + a2/102! + a3/103! + . .. ,0 :S ai :S 9, 
with infinitely many ai's nonzero. This class is uncountable whereas the set 
A can be shown to be countable. This already shows that most numbers are 
transcendental. 

Theorem 1.2.3. (Liouville, 1851) The real number 

0011111 
L = L 10i! = 10 + 102 + 106 + 1024 + . .. = 0.1100010 ... 

i=l 

is transcendental. 

Proof. Let a be an algebraic number. Then it satisfies a polynomial P(x) 
with integral coeffcients. Suppose that the degree of P(x) is n. We first claim 
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that then a can not be the limit of a sequence of distinct rational numbers 
Pi/ qi satisfying 

1 pdqi - a 1< k/q~+l , (*) 

where k is a fixed number. For otherwise, the mean value theorem gives 
P(pdqi) - P(a) = (pdqi - a)P'(~i) for some ~i between Pi/qi and a, i.e., 

1 P(pdqi) 1 = 1 pdqi - a II P'(~i) I 
< (k/q~+1) I P'(~i) I 

< (k/q~+1)(1 P'(a) I +1) , 

(since P(a) = 0) 

(by(*) ) 

if i is large enough, since ~i ---+ a, (as i ---+ oo,pdqi ---+ a) and P' is a polynomial, 
so continuous. This gives I qi P(pdqi) 1< (k/qi)(1 P'(a) + 1 I), if i is large. 
Here the left hand side qi P(pd qi) E Z, since P(Pi/ qd is a polynomial in pd qi 
of degreen with integer coefficients, while the right hand side tends to 0 as i 
tends to infinity, i.e., the absolute value of the right hand side is less than 1 
(note that Pi/qi being distinct implies that qi ---+ 00 as i ---+ 00). It follows that 
the left hand side is equal to 0 for all i 2: J, say, i.e., P(pdqi) = 0 for i 2: J, 
which is a contradiction since P is a polynomial of degree n and so has no more 
than n zeros. This proves the claim. 

Now going back to the number L, we have L = 1/10+1/102+0/103+0/104 + 
0/105 + 1/106 + 0/107 + ... , so that its decimal expansion equals 0.1100010 .... 
as stated in the theorem, with the ith nonzero decimal digit equal to 1 in the 
i! th place. If we truncate this decimal expansion after the ith nonzero digit, 
we obtain a rational approximation pi/lOi!, which differs from L by less than 
2/lO i !+1. Indeed, we have 

L = (1/10+ 1/102 +0/103 +0/104 +0/105 + 1/106 + .. -+ l/lO i !)+O/lOi !+1 + ... 
, v " 

truncated at this digit 

and we call the quantity in brackets pdqi, which is equal to Pi/lOi! (common 
denominator equal to 1Oi!), and then 

i!+l (HI)! L - pdqi = 0/10 + ... + 1/10 + ... 
(i+I)! = 0 + ... + 1/10 + ... 

= (1/10(i+1)!)(1 + 1/10i+2 + 1/1O(i+3)(i+2) + ... ) 

< (1/10(i+1)!) ·2 (the sum being a sub-geometric progression) 

= 2/(10i!)i+l 

:::; 2/(10i!)n+l , 

for any n 2: i; and so, since the qi are all distinct ( qi = lO i !), the claim above 
yields that L can not satisfy a polynomial equation of degree n with integer 
coefficients and hence it follows that L is not algebraic. 
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For the general Liouville number L = L a;/10i! , 0 ::; ai ::; 9, a slight modi
fication ofthe above argument shows L to be transcendental. Alternatively, one 
could use binary expansion and write L in the form L = L a;/2i! (ai = 0,1) 
and then, exactly as in Theorem 1.2.3, L may be shown to be transcendental. 
This was the first encounter of a class oftranscendental numbers (in 1851). The 
Gelfond-Schneider theorem mentioned above guarantees another such class of 
transcendental numbers. To check specific numbers for transcendence is an 
extremely difficult job. Results that help in this direction are the following: 

Theorem 1.2.4. If (3 is a positive number such that 2{3, 3{3, 5{3, 7{3, l1{3, ... 
are all integers, i.e., if p{3 is an integer for every prime p then (3 itself is an 
integer. 

For a proof see [41J. 

The hypothesis of the above theorem can be weakened and indeed a deeper 
argument given in [41J to prove Theorem 1.2.4 yields the following result. 

Theorem 1.2.5.(Siegel) If (3 is a positive real number such that 2{3, 3{3, 5{3 
are integers, then (3 is an integer. 

It is an open question whether the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2.5 can be 
reduced to requiring only that 2{3 and 3{3 be integers. If that were possible, 
as is conjectured, the result would be the best possible, since 2log 3/ log 2 = 3 is 
an integer but log3/log2 is irrational (for, if it is equal to p/q, then qlog3 = 
p log 2, or 3q = 2P , which is impossible). Theorem 1.2.5 tells us that if (3 is 
irrational, at least one of 2{3, 3{3, 5{3 is not an integer. 

The following far-reaching extension of Theorem 1.2.2 was proved by Baker 
(see [6]) in 1966. 

Theorem 1.2.6. If a1, ... ,an are algebraic numbers, ai ::j:. 0,1, and if 
(31, ... ,(3n are algebraic numbers which are different from 0 and 1 and are 
linearly independent over Q, then af' ag2 ••• a~n is transcendental. 

The case n = 1 is Theorem 1.2.2. As an example, it follows that the num
ber 2v'2.3v3.5V5 is transcendental. 

Example 1.2.7. Can a rational or an irrational number raised to a ratio
nal or an irrational power be rational or irrational? All the eight possibil
ities are as follows: (i) (irrational)irrational = rational : Observe that 

(J2v'2)v'2 = (J2)v'2.v'2 = 2 and that J2v'2 is irrational, being the square 

root of Hilbert's number 2v'2 (Theorem 1.2.2). It was actually proved to be 
transcendental by Kuzmin in 1930. 
(ii) (irrational)irrational = irrational: Yes; (v'"2)v'2, as above. 

(iii) (rational)irrational = irrational : Yes; 2v'2 is irrational, by Theorem 
1.2.2. 
(iv) (rational)irrational = rational: Yes; 2log23 = 3. However, a rational 
number raised to an algebraic irrational power is irrational, by Theorem 1.2.2. 
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(v) (irrational)rational = rational: Yes; (y'2)2 = 2. 

(vi) (irrationaltational = irrational :Yes; trivially, (y'2)1 = y'2. 
(vii) (rational)rational = rational: Yes; 22 = 4. 

(viii) (rational)rational = irrational :Yes; 2~ = y'2 is irrational. 
The reader is referred to [52] for more such results. 

Example 1.2.8. The number ~ = 2::~1 t is transcendental, where Co 

0, Ci+l = 2C;. 

7 

To see this, observe that Ci are rapidly increasing powers of 2. Write out 
a few and then check (by induction) that if k ~ 1, then k ::; Ck-l and that 
C%_l ::; 2Ck - 1 • It follows that kCk-l ::; C%_1 ::; 2Ck - 1 = Ck, i.e., kCk-l ::; Ck and 
so 2kck- 1 ::; 2Ck = Ck+l, or (2 Ck - 1 )k ::; Ck+l, or c~ ::; Ck+l (note that x Y - yX ::; 0 
for (x, y) in regions IV and II of the plane (see Chapter 7); hence c% - 2Ck ::; 0, 
since (Ck' 2) is in the region IV). 

Now, let E,k = 2::7=1 t· Then ~ = Pk/Ck, where (Pk, Ck) = 1 (for ~k = (a 
sum of even integers+l)/ck)' Now suppose ~ is algebraic of degree n (n > 1), 
then 

because, {_1_ + ... } < _1_ + terms of a geometric progression, all of the 
Ck+2 - Ck+2 

form 1/2T , from Ck+2 onward::; 2/Ck+2 < I/Ck+l and c~ ::; Ck+l, by above. 
It follows that 

and so 1 c~+l(~-Pk/Ck) 1< 1, if k is large, which gives that 1 Pk/Ck-~ 1< l/cZ+l 
and since Pk / Ck are distinct, this contradicts the claim in the beginning of the 
proof of Liouville's theorem. 

Finally, there remains the case n = 1, i.e., ~ is rational, say, ~ = P / q (p, 
q integers). Choose k such that Ck > q. Then 0 < (~- ~k)qck = (P/q -
Pk/Ck)qCk = PCk - Pkq, which is an integer. 

However, (~ - ~k)qck = qCk(2::i>k+l1/ci) < qCk.(2/ck+d ::; 2q/C~-1 < 
2 / c~ - 2 , since c~ ::; Ck+l and k is so-chosen that Ck > q; and it follows that 
for k ~ 3, (~- ~k)qck < 1, contradicting the above observation that it is an 
integer. 

There are many outstanding problems regarding the irrationality of num
bers. In particular, many irrational numbers can be explicitly exhibited, e.g., 
Vn is irrational for all positive integers n which are not perfect squares. Also 
y'2 + y'3, y'2 + y'3 + y'6 etc. are irrational. In what follows, we give a couple 
of such interesting results, which yield irrationality of some classes of numbers. 
The proofs of these results require familiarity with the basic concepts of field 
extensions. 

Theorem 1.2.9. Let aI, ... ,an be positive integers, none perfect squares and 
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. . . Th h 2n lb· b (<0 1 02 C ) 1 0 1 eoprzme zn pazrs. en tea ge raze num ers a l a2 ... ann 2, Ci = , , 
are linearly independent over Q. 

Proof. We use induction on n. For n = 1, the result is trivial. So suppose 
the result is true for n - 1 and we prove it for n.. Define a tower of fields: 
Ko = Q , KI = Q(Jal) , K2 = K I (y'a2) , ... ,Kn = Kn-I(Fn). We 
first prove that each Ki is of degree 2 over K i- l . To see this we again use 
induction. For n = 1, clearly [KI : Kol = 2. So, suppose the result is true for 
n - 1 and we are to show that [Kn : Kn-ll = 2. If not, then Kn = K n- l , i.e., 
Fn E K n- I = K n- 2(Jan-l) and so Fn = /3 + ,Jan-I, /3" E K n- 2 , or 
an = /32 + ,2an_ l + 2/3'Jan-l. Here Jan-I ~ K n- 2 , by induction hypothesis, 
so /3, = 0. If, = 0, then Fn = /3 E K n - 2 , which contradicts the induction hy
pothesis for n -1 numbers aI, a2,··· ,an-2, an· If /3 = 0, then Fn = ,Jan-l 

and so vi (an-l an) = an-I, E K n- 2, which again contradicts the induction 
hypothesis for n - 1 numbers aI, ... ,an-2, an-I an. This completes the proof 
of the observation and hence [Kn : Ql = 2n. 

By induction hypothesis, the set {( a~1 ... a~'::...-11) 1/2 I Ci = 0,1} is linearly 
independent over Q and therefore constitutes a basis of K n - l over Q, as [Kn - l : 

Ql = 2n - l , by above. 
Let E ~ K ~ L be a tower of fields. Let {al, ... ,as} be a basis of K 

over E and {/3I, ... ,/3d be a basis of Lover K. Then it is easy to see that 
{ai/3j 11 ::; i ::; s, 1 ::; j ::; t} is a basis of Lover E. 

Now, {(a~1 ... a~'::...-11 )1/2 lei = 0, I} is a basis of K n - l over Q and {I, Fn} 
is a basis of Kn over K n- l , the result follows. 

Example 1.2.10. As an application of the above result it follows that an 
expression like 7JI9/4 - 3V7 + SV6/5 is irrational. 

While we are at it, we prove the following very useful: 

Theorem 1.2.11. Let m be a square-free integer greater than 1 and let a, /3" E 
Q( J m) = {a + brm I a, b E Q}. A necessary and sufficient condition that there 
exist u, v, w E Q such that 

uVa + vJ1j + wJ1 = 0 

is that there exist ).., JL, v E Q( J m) such that 

a : /3 : , = )..2 : JL2 : v2. 

(1) 

(2) 

Proof. Write a = al +a2Vm, /3 = bl +b2Vm, , = Cl +C2Vm, al,a2,bl ,b2, 
Cl, C2 E Q. Then (1) => (ufo + vV,B)2 = (-wy'r)2 => u2a + v2/3 + 2uv~ = 
w 2 , => ~ E Q(Jm), i.e., that a/3 is a square in Q(Jm), say, a/3 = l/v2 

and similarly /3, = 1/)..2, ,a = I/JL2, with )..,JL, v E Q(Jm). On dividing, it 
follows that a//3 =)..2 /JL2 and ah =)..2 /v2 , which together give (2). 

Conversely, let (2) hold. Then fo : V,B : y'r = ).. : JL : v, i.e., say, fo = 
c).., V,B = CJL, y'r = cv, where C E Q(Jm). Then Va = c(al + a2Vm) , V,B = 
c(b i + b2 Vm) , y'r = C(CI + C2Vm) and we want to solve for u, v, w (not all 
zero) in Q, with ufo + vV,B + w"fY = 0, i.e., u(al + a2Vm) + v(b i + b2Vm) + 
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W(CI + C2Vm) = 0, i.e., we want to solve the equations ual + vb l + WCI 

o , ua2 + vb2 + WC2 = 0, simultaneously for u, v, W, nontrivially, in Q. As these 
are two equations in three variables, there exist a nontrivial solution u, v, W in 
Q, as required. 

Observe that when (2) is satisfied, (1) becomes u).. + Vf-l + wv = o. 

As an application, we have the following: 

Example 1.2.12. 59V(90 - 14v7)+4V(4555 + 1721v7) = 145V(26 + 2v7). 

Indeed, let m = 7 and let a = 90-14v7, (3 = 4555+ 1721v7, 'Y = 26+2v7. 
We need to verify that there exist u, v, W (given respectively as 59, 4, -145) 
such that uya + vVfJ + w,;=y = 0 (i.e., (1)). It is enough to verify (2), i.e., 

that a : (3 : 'Y = )..2 : f-l2 : v 2. We have ah = (90 - 14v7)(26 + 2v7) = 
(317-68v7)/81 = ((17-2v7)/9)2, and (3h = (4555+ 1721v7)/(26+2v7) = 
(47168 + 17818v7) /324 = ((151 + 59v7)/18)2, so a = «17 - 2v7)/9)2.'Y , (3 = 
«151 + 59v7)/18)2 . 'Y and of course 'Y = 12 . 'Y. These give us the ratios 
)..2 : f-l2 : v 2 and proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1.2.11, one checks easily 
that u = 59, v = 4, W = -145 is a solution of the system of equations 

17 151 
-u+ -V+W = 0 
9 18 

-2 59 
gU+ 18v = 0 

Remark 1.2.13. From elementary field theory it follows that if K/ F and L/ K 
are algebraic extensions, then so is L/ F. From this, it is easy to deduce that 
the set of all algebraic real numbers is a subfield of JR., containing Q, i.e., the 
sum, difference, product and quotient of two algebraic numbers is algebraic. 

If 8 is a rational number, it follows that cos Jr8 and sin Jr8 and hence 
cot Jr8 = ~f; ;~ are algebraic numbers (indeed, for 8 = p/ q, (cos 7- + L sin 7-)q = 

(ePrp/q)q = eL7rp = ±1, yields polynomial equations with rational coefficients 
satisfied by cos Jr8 and sin Jr8). As an application, we have: 

Example 1.2.14. The number g(8) = 2:~=1 8j(n(n + 8)) is transcendental 
(and hence irrational) for infinitely many rational numbers 8 E (0,1). 

Proof (sketch). Assuming the partial fraction expansion of Jr cot Jr8, i.e., 

00 28 
Jr cot Jr8 = L 82 _ n2 ' 

n=2 
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the proof proceeds as follows: 

00 

g(()) = 1 - 1/(1 + ()) + I)I/n - 1/(n + ())) , (1) 
n=2 

00 

g(l- ()) = :l)I/n - 1/(n + 1 - ())) 
n=l 

= (1- 1/(2 - ())) + (1/2 - 1/(3 - ())) + ... 
00 

= 1 + 2)I/n - 1/(n - ())) . (2) 
n=2 

(1) and (2) imply that 

1 00 ') 

g(l- ()) - g(()) = 18 + 2)2 ()/(()2 - n~)) 
+ n=2 

= 1 ~ () + £=(2 ()/(()2 - n 2 )) 

n=l 

1 
= 1 _ () + 1T cot 1TB 

Since for () rational, cot 1T() is algebraic, whence 1T cot 1T() is transcendental (as 1T 

is transcendental, see next section), therefore, at least one of g(1 - ()) and g(()) 
is transcendental. 

§ 1.3. The numbers e and 1T 

In this section we investigate two special real numbers e and 1T, their 
irrationality and transcendence. We have tried to collect interesting facts about 
them at one place. We begin with the following: 

Theorem 1.3.1.{i) The series 1 + 1/1! + 1/2! + ... is convergent. Its limit is 
called e. Moreover 2 < e < 3. 
(ii) The number e is irrational. 
(iii) Let an = (1 + l/n)n+l, bn = (1 - l/n)n, Cn = (1 + l/n)n. Then en 
increases, an > Cn for all nand limn--+oo an, limn--+oo Cn both exist and are 
equal to e. Further, limn--+oo bn also exists and equals l/e. 

Proof. (i) The partial sums Sn = 1 + 1/1! + 1/2! + ... + l/n! < 1 + 1 + 
1/2 + 1/22 + ... + 1/2n- 1 = 3, are bounded above by 3 and below by 2 and 
are clearly increasing as n increases and so tend to a limit e say, as required. 
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(ii) We have 0 < e - Sn and that 

e - Sn = l/(n + I)! + l/(n + 2)! + ... 
= (l/(n + 1)!)(1 + l/(n + 2) + l/(n + 3)(n + 2) + ... ) 
< (l/(n + 1)!)(1 + l/(n + 1) + l/(n + 1)2 + ... ) 
= (l/(n + 1)!)(1/(1 - l/(n + 1))) 

= l/n!· n . 

11 

Now if e = p/q, say, with 1 ::; p, q ,(p, q) = 1, then 0 < p/q - Sn < l/n!· n. In 
this taking n = q we get 0 < p/q - Sq < l/q!. q, and multiplying by q!, this 
becomes 0 < (q - I)! . p - q! . Sq < l/q ::; 1. Here (q - I)! . p and q! . Sq are 
both integers and so their difference p say, is an integer, i.e., 0 < p < 1, which 
is not possible. 
(iii) We first prove that Cn = (1 + l/n)n --+ e as n --+ 00. Using the binomial 
theorem 

(l+l/n)n=l+n(l/n)+(n(n -1)/2!)(1/n2)+(n(n -l)(n - 2)/3!)(1/n3 )+ ... 

= 1 + 1 + (1/2!)(1 - l/n) + (1/3!)(1 - l/n)(l - 2/n) + ... + 
+ (l/n!)(l - l/n)(l - 2/n)··· (1- (n - l)/n) (*) 

< 1 + 1 + 1/2! + 1/3! + ... + l/n! 

<e 

Further, each term on the right hand side of (*) increases as n increases and 
the number of terms increases too as n increases, i.e., (1 + l/n)n increases as n 
increases, and it is bounded above by e and so tends to a limit TJ ::; e. However, 
(l+l/n)n 2 1+1+(1/2!)(1-1/n)+(1/m!)(1-1/n)(1-2/n) ... (1-(m-1)/n), 
(by (*) again), if n 2 m. Now keeping m fixed and letting n --+ 00, we get that 
TJ 2 1 + 1 + 1/2! + ... + l/m! and this is true for all m. Letting m --+ 00, we 
get TJ 2 e. 

Short proofs of the other parts are as follows. The arithmetic mean of the 
n + 2 numbers 1, 71/(71 + 1), n/(n + 1), ... , n/(n + 1) is greater than their 
geometric mean. This gives (1 + n)/(n + 2) > ((n/(n + l))n+1 )1/(n+2), i.e., on 
taking reciprocals 1 + 1/ (71+ 1) < (1 + l/n )(n+1)/(n+2), i.e., (1 + 1/ (n+ 1) )(n+2) < 
(1 + 1/ n) (n+1), showing that an decreases as n increases. 

Next, bn+1 = (1 - l/(n + l))(n+1) = (n/(n + l))(n+1) = l/an; hence bn 
increases, as required. 

Finally, the arithmetic mean of the n+1 numbers 1, l+l/n, l+l/n, ... , 1+ 
l/n is greater than their geometric mean. Hence (1 + n(l + l/n))/(71 + 1) > 
((1 + l/n )n)l/(n+1), i.e., ((1 + 1/ (n + 1) )(n+1) > (1 + l/n)n, showing that Cn in
creases as 71 increases. Since Cn --+ e (already proved), so an = cn(1 + l/n) --+ e 
too. Finally, l/bn = 1/an-1 --+ l/e as required. 

Remark 1.3.2. The value of e has been calculated with great accuracy (see 
[63], page 101): 

2.71828182 ... < e < 2.71828184 ... 
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We next consider the number 7r. A reference to an excellent account of 7r, 
its computation and all other developments through the ages, is the exhaustive 
article " The Ubiquitous 7r ", by Dario Castellanos [22]. 

With the help of computers, 7r has now been calculated to thousands of 
decimal places: 

7r = 3.14159265358979323846 ... . 

Many mnemonics have been composed to remember and write down the 
value of 7r, the number of letters in each word representing successive digits of 
7r. A well known mnemonic is: How I want a drink, alcoholic of course, after 
the heavy lectures involving quantum mechanics.(15 digits). 

One of the most basic result in which 7r appears is the sum of the following 
infinite series: 

Theorem 1.3.3. 1 + 1/22 + 1/32 + 1/42 + ... 7r2 /6. 

We shall present here a simple proof given m [78]. First we prove the 
following simple 

Lemma 1.3.4. 2::;;'=1 cot2 (k7r/(2m + 1)) = m(2m -1)/3 . 

Proof. By equating the imaginary parts in the formula 

cos n 0 + [sin n 0 = (cos 0 + [sin 0) n = sinn 0 (cot 0 + [) n 

= sinn 0 t (~) . [k cotn - k 0, 
k=O 

we obtain the identity 

sinnO = sinn 0 [(~) cotn - 1 0 - (~) cotn - 3 0 + G) cotn - 5 0 _ ... ] , 

where 0 < 0 < 7r /2. Take n = 2m + 1 and write this in the form sin (2m + 1)0 = 
sin2m+1 0·Pm(cot2 0), where Pm (x) = (2n~+1)xm - (2n~t )xm-1 + em5+1)xm-2-
... + (;:tD is a polynomial of degree m. Since sin 0 =f. 0, if 0 < 0 < 7r /2, it 
follows from above that Pm (cot2 0) = 0 if and only if (2m + 1)0 = k7r , k E Z. 
Therefore, Pm(x) vanishes at the m distinct points Xk = cot2 (7rk/(2m + 1)), 
for k = 1,2, ... ,m. Since the degree of Pm(x) is m, these are all the zeros of 
Pm(x) and their sum is _(_(2~+1)/e~+1)), which proves the lemma. 

Proof of Theorem 1.3.3. Start with the inequality sin x < x < tan x for 
0< x <7r/2. Take reciprocals and square to obtain cot2 x < 1/x2 < 1 + cot2 x. 
Now put x = k7r /(2m + 1), where k, m are integers, 1 :::; k :::; m, and sum from 
k = 1 to k = m to get 

m m m 

L cot2(k7r/(2m+ 1)) < ((2m+ 1)2 /7r2 ) L 1/k2 < m+ L cot2(k7r/(2m + 1)). 
k=l k=l k=l 
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Putting in the value of the sums, using the lemma, we get 

m 

m(2m - 1)/3 < ((2m + 1)2/7f2) L 1/k2 < m + m(2m - 1)/3, 
k=l 

which, on dividing throughout by (2m + 1)2/7f2 and then letting m -+ 00, 

proves the theorem. 
One of the most beautiful expressions for 'if, given by John Wallis in 1655, 

called Wallis' product, is the following: 

Theorem 1.3.5 . 

'if 

2 
. ( 2·2·4·4·6···(2m)·(2m) ) 

J~oo 1·3·3·5·5· .. (2m - 1) . (2m + 1) . 

Proof. Let In = Ja1T
/

2 sinn e dx. Integration by parts easily gives In = ((n -
1)/n)In - 2 (n> 1). Since Ia = 'if/2, h = 1, it follows that 

hm = ((2m - 1)/2m) . ((2m - 3)/(2m - 2))··· (1/2).(7f/2) (1) 

hm+l = (2m/(2m + 1)) . ((2m - 2)/(2m - 1))··· (2/3).1 (2) 

Now in the range 0 ::; e ::; 'if /2, we have 0 ::; sin e ::; 1 (in fact < 1 if e < 'if /2) 
and so sinne > sine. sinn e = Sinn+le for all e E (O,7f/2). It follows that (see 
Figure 1.1) 0 < hmH < hm < hm-l. 

y = sin2m-1e 

y = sin2me 
y = sin2m+le 

Figure 1.1 

Dividing by hmH gives 

(*) 

Here the extreme right hand term is equal to (2m + 1)/2m (see (1) and 
(2)), which tends to 1 as m -+ 00. So letting m -+ 00 in (*), we get 1 < 
limm-+oo hm/ hm+l ::; 1. However using (1) and (2), we get 

~ = (~) (~) (~) (~) ... (2m - 1) (2m - 1) (2m + 1) , 
I2mH 2 2 242m - 2 2m 2m 
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and letting m --+ 00, we get the result. 

Corollary 1.3.6. 

1. (2m m!)4 71" 
1m 

m-Hx) ((2m)!)2 . (2m + 1) 2 

Proof. The right side of Wallis' product is 

2 . 2 . 4 . 4 ... 2m . 2m (2 ·4···2m)2 
1·3·5··· (2m - 1)(2m + 1) (1· 3·5··· (2m - 1))2(2m + 1) 

(2m . m!)2 (2 . 4· . ·2m)2 
(1 . 3 . 5 ... (2m - 1))2 (2m + 1) . (2 . 4 ... 2m)2 

(2m. m!)2 . (2m. m!)2 

(1·2·3·4··· (2m - 1) . 2m)2(2m + 1) 
(2m . m!)4 

((2m)!)2(2m + 1)· 

We shall now describe some methods to compute the value of 71". 

1. By inscribed and circumscribed polygons. Euclid, in the fourth 
century B.C., had proved that 3 < 71" < 4, but it was not until the third 
century B.C. that Archimedes attacked the problem of the determination of 
71" systematically. Using polygons inscribed in and circumscribed to the circle, 
whose number of sides are successively doubled, he obtained for 71" the bounds 
3~~ < 71" < 3t. The bound 3t = ;2 is often referred to, erroneously, as the 
Archimedian value. Archimedes meant this as an upper bound on the value of 
71". 

Archimedes' method remained essentially unchanged except for better ap
proximations to 71" obtained by taking larger and larger doublings, until the 
advent of Calculus. 

2. An analytic expression for 7r . Consider the identity 

(sin 0) /0 = cos(O /2) . sin(O /2) / (0/2) 

= cos(0/2) . cos(0/4). sin(0/4)/(0/4) 

= cos(0/2)· cos(0/4)· .... cos(0/2n). sin(0/2n)/(0/2n). 

As n --+ 00, sinO/2n/(0/2n) --+ 1 and we obtain Euler's formula 

(sin 0)/0 = lim (cos(0/2)··· cos(0/2n)) = cos(0/2)· cos(0/4)· cos(0/8) ... 
n-+oo 

Putting 0 = 71"/2, this gives, on use of the formula cos(0/2) = )(1 + cosO)/2, 
the following result, giving 2/71" as a limit of a sequence, which was first given 
by Fancois Viet a in 1593: 

2/71" = )(1/2 + 1/2)(1/2)). (1/2 + 1/2)(1/2 + 1/2)(1/2))) ..... 
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The convergence of this expression was proved by F.Rudio in lS91 (see [9S]). 
Vieta's formula is the first analytical expression ever obtained for 1f. 

Now, taking logarithms in the Euler's formula above (noting that the loga
rithm is a continuous function): 

log sin B -10gB = log cos B/2 + log cos B/4 + 10gcosB/S + ... 

On differentiating with respect to B, this gives 

l/B = cot B + (1/2) tan(B /2) + (1/4) tan(B /4) + (l/S) tan(B /S) + ... 

Putting B = 1f / 4, we obtain 

4/1f = 1 + (1/2)tan(1f/S) + (1/4)tan(1f/16) + (1/S)tan(1f/32) + ... 

The calculation of the number 1f by this formula is equivalent to a geometrical 
calculation. It was undertaken by Rene Descartes in the seventeenth century. 

There have since been many formulae giving 1f as a rapidly converging series. 
These make use of various methods, as for example Euler's summation formula, 
f-function and the Taylor's series for tan-1 x. We give here an arctan series 
formula for the calculation of 1f. 

3. The arctan method. The formula 

(i) 

can be derived as follows: 
Let a be the angle given by tana = 1/5; then tan2a = 2tana/(1 -

tan2 a) = 5/12 and tan4a = 2tan2a/(1 - tan2 2a) = 120/119 = tan(1f/4) + 
1/119. Thus 40: > 1f/4, say 40: - 1f/4 = (3, so that tan(3 = (tan40:
tan1f/4)/(1 + tan 4a tan 1f/4) = 1/239, which finally gives 4a - 1f/4 = (3 = 
tan-l (1/239), i.e., 1f/4 = 4tan- 1 (1/5) - tan- 1 (1/239), as required. This for
mula was discovered by John Machin in 1706. 

We also have the expression 1/(1 + x 2) = 1 - x 2 + x4 - x 6 + ... ,Ix 1< l. 
As the above series is uniformly convergent, we may integrate term by term to 
get 

00 

tan- 1 x = 2) _1)nx2n+l /(2n + 1) (lxl<l) (ii) 
n==O 

This is the series discovered by James Gregory in 1671, which we shall obtain 
in Chapter 7. For x = 1, it gives the Leibnitz's celebrated series 1f/4 = 1 -
1/3 + 1/5 - ... which requires 2000 terms to give three decimal figures of 1f. 
Using (i) and (ii), we get 

1f = (16/5)(1 - 1/(3·25) + 1/(5.252 ) - 1/(7.253 ) + ... ) 
-(4/(239))(1-1/(3·57121) + 1/(5.571212) - 1/(7.571213) + ... ) 
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which is well suited for the calculation of Jr. In 1706, using this series, Machin 
did the computation to 100 decimal digits. Similar series for arctan have been 
used by many to compute Jr accurately. The reader is referred to pages 90~96 
of [22]. 

In 1882, Lindemann proved that Jr is transcendental (see [74]). Here we 
give Niven's ingenious proof (see [75]) that Jr is irrational. 

Theorem 1.3.7. The real number Jr is irrational. 

Proof. Suppose Jr = alb (a, bEN). Define polynomials f(x) = xn(a-bx)n/n! 
and g(x) = f(x) - f"(x) + f(4)(x) _ ... + (-1)nf(2n)(x), where the positive 
integer n will be chosen later. Now, 

n! f(x) = xn (an + (~) an- 1( -bx) + (~) an~2( -bx)2 + ... + (-bX)n) 

= anxn _ (~) an~lbxn+l + (~) an~2b2xn+2 _ ... + (_1)nbnx2n. 

Differentiating successively we get 

n !1'(x) =nanxn- 1 - (~) (n + l)an~lbxn + G) (n + 2)an- 2b2xn+l _ ... + 

(_1)nbn2nx2n- 1 , 

n !f"(x) =n(n - 1)anxn-2 -(~}n + l)nan~lbxn-l+ 

+ (~}n + 2)(n + 1)an- 2b2 xn - ... + (-1)nbn2n(2n - 1)x2n~2 , 

The last equation is the only one which is free of x.It follows that f(O)=1'(O)= 
... f(2n~1) (0) = 0, while n !f(2n) (0) = (2n)! (_l)n bn, so that f(2n) (0) is an 
integer. In any case: 

f(O) , l' (0) , ... , f(2n) (0) are all integers. (1) 

Further, it can be easily checked that f(x) = f(a/b - x) for all x and so 
differentiating successively, we get 1'(x) = - 1'(a/b - x), f"(x) = + f"(a/b -
x), .... Hence f(Jr) = f(a/b - Jr) = f(O) = 0, 1'(Jr) = 1'(0) = 0, ... , 
f(2n-l)(Jr) = f(2n)(0) = ((2n)!/n!)(-1)nbn E Z. In any case 

(2) 
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Note that in (1) and (2), only j(2n)(0) and j(2n)(7r) are nonzero, the rest are 
in fact zero. Now, 

d(g'(X) sinx - g(x) cos x) '() . I/() (). '( ) dx =g x cosx+smxg x +g x smx-cosxg x 

= (g(x) +gl/(x))sinx. 

But 9 = j - j(2) + j(4) - ... + (_1)n j(2n), and so gl/ = j(2) - j(4) + j(6) _ 
... + (_1)nj(2n+2). Adding, we get 9 + gl/ = j + (_l)n j(2n+2) = j, as j(2n) = 
(-1)nbn(2n)!/n!, and so j(2n+l) = j(2n+2) = O. Thus d(9'(x)sin~;;g(x)cosx) 

j(x) sinx. Hence 

fa" j ( x) sin x d x = [9' ( x) sin x - 9 ( x) cos x] : 

= g(7r) + g(O) 

= j(7r) - j(2)(7r) + ... + (_1)nj(2n)(7r) + j(O) - j(2)(0) + ... 
+ (_1)nj(2n)(0) 

= (_1)n(j(2n)(7r) + j(2n)(0)) (the rest being all zero) , 

= 2(-1)n(2n)!bn /n!, 

which is an integer, since (2n)! In! is an integer. Thus 

fa7r j (x) sin x dx is an integer. (3) 

However, for 0 < x < 7r, we have 0 < j(x) sin x < 7rnan/n!2 2n , because, j(x) = 
xn(a - bx)n/n!; hence f'(x) = xn.n(a - bx)n-I(-b) + (a - bx)n.nxn-I/n! = 
O,i.e.,xn-I(a - bx)n-I(-bx + (a - bx)) = 0, giving x = 0, or alb = 7r, or 
a/2b = 7r /2. But as 0 < x < 7r, the only relevant solution is x = a/2b = 7r /2. 
The value at 0 and 7r is 0, so that 7r /2 is a maximum and this maximum value is 
j(a/2b) sin 7r/2 = (a/2b)n(a - b.a/2b)n In! = (a/2b)n(an)/22nn! = 7rnan /22nn!. 
Now, 7rnan /2 2nn! -+ 0 as n -+ 00, so if we choose n large enough, we can 
ensure that 0 < j(x) sin x < 1/5, and so 

0< fa" j(x) sinxdx < 7r/5 < 1, 

which is a contradiction to (3). This proves that 7r is irrational. 
We now turn to the transcendence of e and 7r, which is considerably more 

difficult to establish than their irrationality. 
A complex number is said to be algebraic ij, as in the case oj real numbers, 

it is a mot oj some non-constant polynomial with rational coefficients. The 
transcendence of e and 7r can be deduced from: 

Theorem 1.3.8 (Lindemann). Ij AI, ... ,An; aI, ... , an are algebraic num
bers (possibly complex), ai :j: aj jor i :j: j, Ai :j: 0 jor all i, then L~I Ai eai :j: O. 
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For a proof of this result, the reader is referred to [101]. 

Corollary 1.3.9. The number e is transcendental. 

Proof. Take arbitrary AI, ... ,An E Ql, then Ale + A2e2 + ... + Anen -::j:. O. 

Corollary 1.3.10. The number 71 is transcendental. 

Proof. If 71 is algebraic, then, as observed in Remark 1.2.13, 7f~ is algebraic 
(as ~ obviously is) and hence by Theorem 1.3.8, e'" + eO -::j:. 0, but e'rL = -1 and 
eO=l; which gives a contradiction. 

It is not known whether the numbers 7fe and 71 + e are transcendental or 
algebraic. However, we have the following interesting: 

Theorem 1.3.11 ([17]). At least one of the numbers 7fe and 71 + e is tran
scendental. 

Proof. Suppose to the contrary, that both 7fe and 71 + e are algebraic. By 
Remark 1.2.13, the number A = (71 + e)2 - 47fe = (71 - e)2 is algebraic. It is 
easy to see that if a 2 is an algebraic number, then so is a. Thus 71 - e and 
hence (71 + e) + (71 - e) = 271 would be algebraic, which is not true. 

§1.4. The Cantor ternary set 

In this section we describe and establish some properties of the Cantor 
ternary set, which is a source of several counter examples in real function the
ory. As a preparation, we first discuss some results in point set topology. 

Theorem 1.4.1. Let 0 be an open and bounded subset of lE.. Then 0 can 
be uniquely expressed as a disjoint union of (at most) countably many open 
intervals. 

Proof. Let a EO. Since 0 is open, there exist an open interval (a - E, a + E) ~ 
O. Now consider the closed set S = (- 00, a] nO c (here 0 C denotes the comple
ment of 0), i.e., the points not in 0, but lying to the left of a. Let a = sup S, 
which we know belongs to S, since S is closed and bounded above. It follows 
that (a, a] ~ O. 

Similarly, let (3 = inf([a, (0) nO C), so that (3 is the smallest element of 
[a, (0) n Oc. Then again [a,(3) ~ O. Hence (a,(3) ~ O,a,(3 ~ 0, i.e., (a,(3) 
is the' largest' open interval contained in 0 which contains the point a. It is 
called a component interval of 0 and is clearly uniquely determined by a (or 
indeed by any other point of (a, (3) as the starting point instead of the point 
a). 

Thus, 0 is a disjoint union of open intervals, the component intervals. To 
see that they are at most countable, we select a rational number in each of 
them. Being disjoint intervals, these rationals are distinct so that there is a 
1-1 correspondence between these component intervals of 0 and a subset of 
the rationals. 

Now let F be a closed, bounded nonempty set and let a = inf F, (3 = sup F, 
so that a, (3 E F, since F is closed. The interval [a, (3] is called the smallest 
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closed interval containing F. Let 0 = [a,;3] "F. It is easy to see that 0 
is open. Indeed, 0 = FC n [a,;3] = FC n (a,;3) (since a,;3 1- FC), which is 
an open set, since FC and (a,;3) are both open. It follows, by Theorem 1.4.1 
that 0 is a disjoint union of at most countably many open intervals. These are 
called the complementary intervals of F (five of them are shown in Figure 1.2). 

F 0 F 0 ~ 0 F 0 F 0 ~ 
( ) ( ) e( ) ( ) ( ) e] 

a F Ff3 
Figure 1.2 

Since F is closed, F', the set of all limit points of F, is contained in F. We 
ask: When is F ~ F', i.e., when is each point of F a limit point of F? Such 
closed subsets of IE. are called perfect sets. Now a point of F (indeed of any 
set) is either an isolated point (i. e., a point such that there exists some open 
interval centred at the point which contains no point of F other than itself) of 
F or a limit point of F. Thus, if F has no isolated point, then all points of F 
are limit points of F, i.e., F ~ F' ( i.e., F is dense in itself). Since F' ~ F (F 
being closed), we get F = F', i.e., F is perfect. We characterize all the isolated 
points of F in the following: 

Theorem 1.4.2 Let F be a closed, bounded, nonempty subset @f IE.. A point I 
of F is an isolated point of F if and only if 
(i) I is a common end point of two complementary intervals of F, 
or (ii) I = a, where (a, a + c5) is a complementary interval of F, 
or (iii) 1=;3, where (;3 - c5',;3) is a complementary interval of F. 

Remark 1.4.3. The theorem says that either points of the type y shown in 
Figure 1.3, i.e., 

( )e( 
x y 

Figure 1.3 

z 

the common end points of the two complementary intervals (x, y) and (y, z) of 
F are isolated points of F or a is an isolated point of F if a complementary 
interval of F begins at a, i.e., is (a, a + c5) 

a a+8 
) 

Figure 1.4 

or ;3 is an isolated point of F if a complementary interval of F ends at ;3, i.e., 
is (;3 - c5',;3) and that there are no other isolated points of F. 
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8' 

Figure 1.5 

Proof of Theorem 1.4.2. The points mentioned in the theorem are clearly 
isolated points of F. Conversely, let, be an isolated point of F. Then there 
exists an E > 0 such that (r - E" + E) has no point of F except " i.e., 
(r - E, ,) ~ 0, where 0 is [a, jJ] " F, as defined above (proof to be modified 
for, = a) and (r" + E) ~ 0 (proof to be modified for, = /3), i.e., (r - E, ,) 
and (r" + E) are both subsets of two complementary intervals of F meeting at 
" as required. 

For, = a or , = /3, a similar argument yields the result. 

Theorem 1.4.4. The set S of all sequences of the type (al' a2, a3, ... ) where 
ai = 0 or 1, is uncountable. 

Proof. Indeed there is a one-to-one correspondence between S and all the 
real numbers in [0,1], except for at most countably many exceptions. In fact, 
writing each real number r E [0,1] in its binary expansion, i.e., r = .ala2a3 ... 
(a; = 0,1), we see that the mapping r B (al,a2,a3, ... ) is a one to one, 
onto mapping between Sand [0,1]' the exceptions mentioned being those reals 
which have two expansions, viz. certain rational numbers as for example 1/2 = 
.011111 ... = .100000 ... , and being a subset of rational numbers, there are 
at most count ably many of these. 

We are now in a position to define and establish some properties of the 
curious Cantor ternary set C. Let F = [0,1]. Now remove the middle third 
open interval (1/3,2/3). From the two remaining intervals, again remove the 
middle third open intervals, i.e., remove (1/9,2/9) and (7/9,8/9), and so on. 
What remains, is the Cantor ternary set C. Thus, for example, the points 

0, 1; 1/3, 2/3; 1/9, 2/9, 7/9, 8/9; ... 

will never be removed and therefore belong to C (see Figure 1.6): 

[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ] ~ 
o 119 2/9 113 2/3 . 7/9 8/9 1 

Figure 1.6 

As C is a countable intersection of closed sets Fl = [0,1], F2 = [0, ~] U [~, 1], 
F3 = [0, i] u [~,~] U [~,~] U [~, 1], ... , it follows that C is a closed set. Since 
no two removed intervals are of the type (x, y), (y, z), we see that C has no 
isolated point (see Theorem 1.4.2); in fact, we get: 

Theorem 1.4.5. The subset C of IE. is perfect, i.e., C' = C. 

To understand C more clearly, it is essential to look at the ternary expansion 
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of real numbers. Let us therefore start first with a digression on the decimal 
expansion of real numbers T E [0,1]. 

Each T has a unique decimal expansion: T = .TIT2T3 ... (Ti = 0,1 ,2, ... ,9), 
except those T for which Ti = 0 for all i 2: io, for some io or for which Ti = 9 
for all i 2: i~ for some i~. For example: 

1/2 = .500000 ... = .499999 ... i.e. Ti = 0 or 9 for i 2: 2 ; 

1/4 = .250000 ... = .249999 ... i.e. T i = 0 or 9 for i 2: 3 ; 

1/125 = .008000 ... = .007999 ... i.e. Ti = 0 or 9 for i 2: 4 ; 

etc. Such numbers are a subset of the rational numbers and therefore countable. 
Note further that 

• the numbers in the interval [0,1/10] will have an expansion of the type 
T = .OT2T3 ... , beginning with a O. For example, 1/10 = .09999 ... (= 
.10000 ... ) , 1/11 = .09090 ... , 1/12 = .08333 ... , etc. , 

• the numbers in the interval [1/10,2/10] have an expansion of the type 
T = .lT2T3 . . . , beginning with a 1. For example 1/10 = .1000 ... (this is 
in [0,1/10] as well as in [1/10,2/10]),1/5 = .1999 ... (= .2000 ... ) etc. , 

and so on. Finally, 

• the numbers in the interval [9/10, 1] have an expansion of the type T = 
.9T2T3 .•. , beginning with a 9. 

Next we divide each of [0,1/10], [1/10,2/10], ... , [9/10,1] into ten equal 
parts again. Take the interval [0,1/10]' which gets divided into [0,1/100]' 
[1/100,2/100]' ... , [9/100,10/100]. Here the numbers in the first part have a 
o in the second place of their decimal expansion, those in the second part have 
a 1 in the second place and so on; and similarly for the third place, ... . 

Keeping this in mind, we now work in ternary expansions, so that we have 
just three digits 0,1,2. Here each number in [0,1/3] will begin its ternary 
expansion with a 0, while numbers in [1/3,2/3] begin with a 1, and numbers 
in [2/3,1] with a 2. Note that 1/3 and 2/3 both fall into two categories . 

.00 .. . 01... . 02 ... . 10 ... . 11. . . . 12 ... . 20 ... . 21.. . .22 ... 

• ( ) ( • • ) ( ) • 
0 1/9 2/9 113 4/9 5/9 2/3 7/9 8/9 

Figure 1.7 

Next when we divide [0,1/3] into three equal parts, the numbers in [0,1/9] will 
have a 0 in the second place, those in [1/9,2/9] a 1 in the second place and 
those in [2/9, 1/3] a 2 in the second place and so on; and so on for the third , 
fourth, ... , place. The full chart, up to nine parts, is as in Figure 1.7. Looking 
at the above chart, we easily get the following: 


